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Modest Designer Show at Hôtel d’Evreux, Place Vendôme— Paris Fashion Week 

Paris, France September 30, 2018 —  Opening Day of Paris Fashion Week SS 2019 — 

Fashion Week Studio had the immense pleasure of presenting one of the most 

revolutionary shows of the season, five incredibly talented Modest Designers from 

Indonesia displayed their collections. 

The show began with Award-Winning Designer Jeny Tjahyawati who contributed to the 

rise of Muslim fashion by taking an essential role in the Indonesian Fashion World. 

Jeny’s collection lit up the room with their intense colors and detail. The distinctive 

patterns and embroidering left the guests in awe.  

Following was Lia Afif. Lia is well-known for her unique and carefully crafted head-wear 

designs, which were aplenty during her show. She has adapted a motto of “Dress up 

attractively, smile mindfully” and that showed throughout the collection with the 

beautifully hand-selected fabrics that layered perfectly. Lia Afif’s collection isn’t just 

another dress, but a work of art you can wear. 

Si.Se.Sa., a collaboration between Muslim designer Merry Pramano and her three 

daughters, graced the runway on Tuesday with their angelic new collection of Syar’i 



Muslim wear for women. These mainly consists of loose-fitted, long dresses for women 

and khimar — long head-coverings that extend to, and also covers, the chest and 

derriere areas of women, in line with the stipulations of the Koran. 

Ratu Anita Soviah presented a collection of Muslim clothing that adopts ethnic themes 

with traditional and modern designs that are up to date, made of typical Palembang 

woven fabrics, including Jumputan fabrics, Palembang Batik written fabrics, Songket 

fabrics and Blongsong fabrics. Ratu specifically chose these fabrics as they are unique 

materials and lend towards her goal to provide a solution to the fashion needs of the 

ethnic Muslim that abides by cultural values and yet expands the choices available to 

women so that they can express their individuality. 

The excitement continued with Designer Nila Baharuddin and her new collection 

inspired by The Garden of Eden. Her use of precious fabrics such as silk, chiffon, and 

satin creates eye-catching while reverent dresses and veils. Her timeless designs are 

carefully crafted with selected fabric, which transforms a simple design into a glamorous 

and elegant look.  

During the show the guests had the opportunity to enjoy musical performances of 

different styles which were highlighting the overall ‘fashion’ atmosphere of that 

spectacular Opening Day of Paris Fashion Week. Hearts were stolen when electronic 

R&B Singer and Songwriter JABS performed a song from her newly released EP 

“Moments”. Opera singer Sara Shields mesmerized the audience with a piece 

composed just for this incredible day.  

Our show could not have been made possible without our incredible sponsors and huge 

thanks goes to them. Nina’s Marie Antoinette,  Moodiz Smoothies, Ladurée and Weleda 

filled the VIP guest goodie bags with an assortment of teas and sweet treats, and Aux 

Deux Canelés provided our guests with delicious Canelés to enjoy during the 

champagne mixer of our private show. The champagne was donated by the always 

fabulous Sonia Machado-Hines and Terence Bernie Hines of Black ++ Productions. The 

flowers provided by Sebastien Mengozzi made the already prestigious venue even 

more beautiful, while Les Fleurs C’est Lui transformed the drab look of an everyday step 



and repeat into a work of art with their glorious flower arch. Special thanks to Jannie 

Zenk from Make Up Art Academy for all of your hard work.


